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1.  A hungarian information system of tourism 
 
HUNGARIAN IMAGE = 

 1. national portfolio  
  2. statistics 
   3. main targets 
    4. perfect services 
     5. control 
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The PORTFOLIO: 
See the statistics! 
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1.  Types of tourism 
1.  Family weekend 
2.  Holiday 
3.  Hiking 
4.  Recreative 

1.  Wellness 
2.  Health 

1.  General Rehabilitation 
2.  Special Medical Sanatorium 
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3. The aim of Health Tourism 
 1. general wellness 
  - anti-stress 
  - relaxing 
 2. general rehabilitation 
  - life quality 
  - life chance 
 3. Special  Medical Sanatorium 
  - indicated  providing 
  - indicated rehabilitation 
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4. Economic background 
 1. Recreation 
  - Wellness centers 
   a, governmental  
   b, privat investment 
 2. Rehabilitation 
  a, general 
   - governmental  
   - privat investment 
  b, indicated medical sanatorium 
   - governmental 
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5. Methods and therapies 
  1. Recreation 
      - Wellness centers 

 a, governmental > sport, spa 
 b, privat investment > sport, spa, alternativ treatments 

    2. Rehabilitation 
 a, general 
     - governmental > tradicional and new GCP based 
     - privat investment > latest / import technologies-GCP 
 b, indicated medical sanatorium 
     - governmental > tradicional and new GCP based 
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5. Methods and therapies 

 Aims 
    wellness > general 

            n.: sport/wellness equipment, device 
         > psychosomatic based,  health care, upgrade 
   n.: creative equipment, device, therapist 

    recreation > real change 
           > real, diagnosticated result 
           > lasting influence 
           > cost-effective 

 
 



Is a state-of-the-arts method and device, which :  
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 1. personalized procedure to neurological based diseases 
 2. personalized process to psychosomatic diseases 
 3. real change 
 3. real, diagnosticated result 
 5. lasting influence 
 6. cost-effective 
 7. indications: anxiety, anti-stress, sleep quality, PTSD 
 
 



The new, proven medical procedure and device in neurology 
can balance and harmonize the regulations. This is the 
personalized, Electro-Magnetic Own Signal treatment! 
 
By doing that it helps the hormonal balance and biochemical 
homeostasis to recover, and helps for the neurovegetative 
system by upgrade of control. 
This method recognized by medical science: 
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SUMMARY 
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We presented for a possible international health tourism 
cooperation 
 
1.  a complete, proven, nation-wide internet based  touristic 

data-management system  

2.  a new, proven medical procedure to psychic harmony, 
as a possible new profil in the european regio 

 



Vă	  mulțumesc	  pentru	  atenție! 

Dr. Attila Erdőfi-Szabó Ph.D., D.Sc. 
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